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In conclusion let me offer a few other points. In
November of 1989 the DIA Art Foundation and
Printed Matter Bookstore sponsored the Symposium
on Artists' Books which featured some of the big
names and driving forces in the field. One of the
issues to be discussed was, What I S an artlst's book?
Clive Phill~ot.
Director of the Librarv at MOMA

Adric

a short, wiry guy always full of energy, ideas, bright
eyes and smiles.
Phillpot went on to note the absence of critical
writincr about artists' books, and how discussion

cultural hybridism in Mexico
conquerors change social values of native
anything that departs from monoculture is destroyed

'iper

attacks racism
wants to go through society a s upper middle class
white male
work is unified by concept not medi

artist must be eclectic

become the site wirhin which various media
combine to form jusr rhat. Eh?
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WORK MUST DEAL WITH THE PUBLIC
responsibility to the public (tribal members)
protection for the public
renewal for the public

n o attribution
DEFINITION OF ARTIST BOOKS
all artist publications are hybrids
everything is a hybrid
hand held object

catalogues

JAFIUTAVI
We don't w a n t I n d i a n s
just their n a m e s
mascots

exhibitions can't exist without catalogues
a book a s catalogue and vice versa
extension of the exhibition
should be dispersed a s widely a s possible

Living people?

Bookmaking - claim of genre status self imposed marginalization
artist book maker - not to be stuck with the form
must not replace the other forms artists
should use to get their message out
publish wor
to get out of
find a forum where artwork would bewithout being
in a short term container like a magazine

talking about visual literature
means of expression
'st books- artist has control over the contents;
ut what a book can do at end of 20th century
you can do video, performance artist book a s caraloaue
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what W I L Lhappen to &lsts bookst
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redefine valll~,:
,
time of pluralism in art
less we try to define the activity
but definlng help; --.;749
>&%$@
intentionality very important
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if you pick it up and read it, it's
it walks like a duck, looks 1'

artist is not involved in histor
Stan Brackage, "To appreciate a work of art should
be as difficult a s making the work.'

Bronson, GENERAL ID

ILE magazine, 1972, (parody of LIFE magazine)
create a context; people would accept it
anted a n audience
developed a distribution system
artists' books, video tapes, audio
istrihlltion of books doesn't really
n
?um shops won't carry boc
rnsrs' books have a particular audie
ing for ways to infiltrate so

AIDS poster on NY subway
st is involved in history

every reader I viewer is a collaboratio
ist book is a ghettoizing term
BUT- in main stream publishing you'll get
knocked down quick

t books gives you time to work on a project

fine books / cheaper books
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ty of creating the work is tKe'?ffi68

